2019 Ryder Cup Rules

1. Count ALL strokes – **NO** Double Bogey Limit
2. All Bunkers are **IN PLAY**- Rake Bunker and Place Ball
3. Player may use 2 balls in play – Hit one ball and put with another.
4. At **McCabe** – Men 76 and older & Women play the RED tees
   At **Two Rivers** – Men 80 and over & Women play WHITE SPOT AREA except A. Flight (RED TEES)
5. Ball out of bounds – 1 stroke penalty, 3<sup>rd</sup> shot from out of bounds spot
6. Player may move ball **ONE CLUB LENGTH** and must play ball in same existing area. **If in High Rough, must stay in High Rough**
7. Player can lift and clean ball except HAZARDS
8. If one player can not play in Match, Match will not count in cup points
9. Each Match is worth 2 points, 1 point front 9, 1 point back 9. Tie each side is ½ point each.
10. If Ryder Cup Teams TIE at end of 2<sup>nd</sup> Match, Team Holding Cup will Retain It.